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CHAPTER 15:  BRUSHES WITH FAME 

 My October inspiration was splendidly successful. I’d make a list of cultural events 

around the area and invite Chi to choose any or all options to accompany me. He usually opted 

for two. We went to dance, chamber music, plays, ballets, even movies—but Saturday evenings 

were our feasts of love at the Four Bells. I fed my love (and lots of others) the finest viands I 

could rustle up and entertained them with after-dinner brandy or Benedictine in the parlor. 

 Maybe it’s only natural that I can’t recall a single one of those cultural experiences Chi 

let me drag him to, or maybe he really wanted to be with me too. Wherever, he was my show, the 

blessedness and peace of being in his presence. When our eyes met, Chi’s rosebud smile would 

banish any other music in my ears or image before my eyes. Those were my happy (and chaste) 

stolen hours with Chi, stolen from his other heroic life, leading us at last to Saturdays’ feasts. 

 My weekly dose of Chi on Saturdays—with a couple booster shots each week—kept me 

in an exceptionally positive frame of mind and energetic mood. Work at OPERA America was 

beneficent and companionable, and work at home consumed every free moment when I wasn’t 

cooking or occupied by Chi. In that regard I stopped cooking on Thursdays now that Giovanni 

was gone, needing the time to work on three-rear. Removing a 20-ft. plaster/lath wall generated a 

heck of a lot of heavy, dusty rubble to cart away. 

 Except on evenings out exposing my jungle warrior to western culture, I’d usually show 

up for dinners in a rumpled condition, which fellow urban pioneers well appreciated but may 

have tarnished my geisha image for new dinner guests. Between being rumpled and having lost 

my begonias, I recall few nocturnal guests that November and didn’t even worry about my 

hospitality business falling off. I was content having only one lover, even just a weekly one. 

 The rest of the time I worked on the house. Charles and I extended the demolition efforts 

to installing ductwork for a new heating system that we’d install next spring. I felt so fortunate to 

have dear Charles to plan and direct our work, and he was indefatigable in every task. Running 

the heating ducts was hideously complicated, trying to slide them down walls, over ceilings, and 

under floors between the joists. Damage usually took much longer to fix than to do. I truly 

looked forward to next spring when I could take the sledge-hammer to the old furnace. 

 All I could do for Aimée’s birthday was send a gift and make a daddy-loves-you phone 

call. That was also when we got word about the presidential election. I’d paid the campaigning as 

little attention as possible, uninterested in political rhetoric. Early the past summer when Ford 

took the nomination from Reagan, I was pleased to see the sleazy movie actor tossed onto the 

trash heap of history. Later, when Carter got the other side’s nomination, I was also pleased and 

as an inveterate Other-Sider, I dutifully cast my vote. There was celebration and feasting at the 

Four Bells, though some complained bitterly about electing a peanut farmer President. I pointed 

out that it had been between either a farmer, albeit a millionaire, or an oligarch. 

 One cultural event with Chi was, by anyone’s standards, unforgettable. In the middle of 

November we went to the National Gallery for “Treasures of Tutankhamen.” There was quite a 

line, in which Chi and I patiently and demonstrably held hands and shared hypnotic smiles, but 

inside we held hands to share the wonders and whisper our amazements. The magical gilded, 

inlaid throne chair with its lion’s heads and scene of the young pharaoh and his sister/wife seized 

our attention and awe for many minutes. When I whispered that a god, the Good God, had once 

sat on this throne, Chi said he still was sitting there. Our tour of the rest of the boy-king’s golden 

treasures was overwhelming in its magnificence, too much for words. Gloriously together, we 

visited a mythical time and place. 

# 
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 For a family Thanksgiving, I rode down to Durham on Wednesday afternoon with Martha 

and Gene, my godson Bob and his sister Bea, who was as beautiful as the next Shirley Temple. 

The rest of my tribe had already arrived, and I was engulfed with lovely daughters, ex-relatives, 

and dogs, always a heart-warming thing. Jack looked happily married and a little shy with his 

new in-laws and the ex-husband, and Barbara and I were the same old loving friends. 

 Our Turkey Day and Friday were a joy of togetherness and gratitude, eating, chatting, 

and playing games, but there were many hours when I didn’t care to just sit about or watch 

football on TV. So I went outside into the golden mornings or afternoons and raked leaves. The 

forested yard was deep in fall’s trash, and raking accomplished something useful. My constant 

busyness at home and office had by now taught me not to casually waste my precious time. 

Papa’s appreciation was compensation enough—and playing with the kids and dogs in the huge 

piles of leaves was incomparable fun. Such moments of fatherhood were especially precious. 

 While the dirty construction work on our Four Bells seriously rumpled my public 

appearance at dinners, fortunately that didn’t entirely discourage occasional nocturnal guests. In 

early December, on Charles’s invitation, an endearingly interesting gentleman named Phil came 

to dinner. Though several years older than I, he still piqued my interest, most immediately by his 

moustache, almost as magnificent as my own, and by being a big shot at the Smithsonian—and a 

mountaineer and wilderness explorer. He regaled us with exciting tales of an expedition to arctic 

glaciers on Baffin Island and scaling snowy Andean peaks in Colombia, often going where no 

man had gone before. I welcomed Phil to my jungle boudoir for more civilized adventures—

where many, many men had gone before. He was indeed an intrepid explorer. 

 Early December at work was in high gear preparing for our annual meeting in San Diego, 

another first trip for me—and clear across country. We were hosted by the San Diego Opera for 

two days in mid-month between productions in a fancy hotel with a gracious meeting room. The 

functional factotum of the whole affair, I relaxed with my pad and shorthand pen listening to a 

couple dozen guys and some women, all of whom I knew by listed name and face, discuss opera 

matters in the agenda I’d so kindly provided. President John and Director Ann played their roles 

as previously planned, and while Bobbe ran around playing the crowd, I officiously recorded the 

meeting in my fancy squiggles, the scribe of opera history. 

 Several opera company directors got quite friendly in between agenda events. We’d 

scheduled an afternoon session on Friday and a morning one on Saturday, and after Friday’s I 

got drawn into a cluster of younger folks surrounding a grossly large older gentleman named 

Bob, the director of the Baltimore Opera, a gregarious and entertaining fellow I’d met briefly in 

Santa Fe. He recognized me and soon focused his expansive conversation about opera on me, 

which I found flattering; but not unexpected. We got to talk more personally while out to dinner 

with several of Bob’s entourage, none of whom batted an eye to learn about my geisha sideline. 

He requested the pleasure of my company after dinner, and without compunction, I supplied it. 

 Not only was Bob much older than I, early 50s, but his face was gross in close-up, 

swollen and pocked. His body was a huge wide weight that could only lie there while I rode in 

the saddle below his bellies, grateful his penis was big enough to reach my youthful, beautiful 

charity. Caressing his face and vast expanses of soft, white skin, I almost cried in compassion for 

Bob’s gross physical lot, and when he came into the full pleasure of my company, I was humbled 

by his exuberant joy. In my flush of promiscuous virtue, I felt like a fucking saint. 

 Bob’s room just down the hall from mine, I didn’t spend the night but breakfasted with 

him and entourage. Apparently well aware that I’d balled their boss, they said nothing, but I got 

enigmatic looks from some, particularly a tall black-haired beauty named David. When the 
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meeting adjourned, we gathered for the catered lunch, after which Bob, David, and I went 

shopping for souvenirs. Walking back to the hotel, David and I were both accompanied by new 

ostrich puppets, about three feet tall, that strode along very comically beside us, mine fluffy blue, 

his pink. Our flights were later that afternoon, theirs to BWI and mine to New Orleans. 

 Just the week before, Mother had moved into a little house she’d bought in Metairie. I 

sadly missed the pretty old Canal Street shotgun house with royal palm, but her new place was 

pleasant, a simple brick-fronted bungalow with nice trees. I stayed with her four days, often at 

terrible loose ends. I could have borrowed her car to drive into the city, but there was nothing 

there I cared to see anymore, and I had absolutely no interest in going out to the bars, even to 

good old Lafitte’s of fond memory. When her favorite TV programs were on, I’d sit facing away 

from the set reading one of her strange mystery novels, and while she was at her job with the 

Army Corps of Engineers, I’d fix up things in her house and work on her bushes and yard. 

 We ate out at an assortment of Cajun places and caught up on each other’s’ very different 

lives. I was relieved that she’d finally decided to divorce my scoundrel stepfather Bill, in spite of 

the Church’s prohibition of such immorality. She was skeptically pleased to hear about my love 

affair with the Vietnamese soldier, glad that dear Ken was thriving with his second Richard in 

their new house in Alexandria, and thrilled for Chas by his promotion to Reference Librarian. 

Flying home, I’d had enough leisure and couldn’t wait to get back to work at home and office. 

# 

 That Saturday afternoon, my soldier met me again at the airport with a heart-stopping 

kiss in the crowd and drove me back to the Four Bells. Considering my late return, Charles was 

in the kitchen cooking for me again. As a tradeoff, I’d do tomorrow’s Club repast. Once out of 

our first warm welcome-home huddle upstairs, Chi and I whispered about missing each other so 

terribly last Saturday. There was so little to tell him about my two busy days in San Diego, 

except to give him the blue ostrich puppet. Chi danced it goofily through the jungle, laughing 

and gamboling around beside the fluffy big bird. He said he’d give it to his sister Suzy, which 

pleased me greatly—a gift that kept on being given. 

 About New Orleans all I could say was how much I’d enjoyed the Crawfish Étouffée one 

night and the Oysters Rockefeller another. I described Mother’s new house and said she was a 

strong, independent woman in her late fifties—soon to divorce my bum stepfather. Chi was 

surprised by my off-handed filial piety and confided that his mother had been killed ten years 

before in a bombing. Cringing, I sympathetically cradled his raven head to my chest. I said I’d 

told Mother about us being lovers now, and she sent him her motherly love too. Then I made him 

laugh at how her name Yvonne was pronounced just like the Russian man’s name Ivan. 

 At table we had sixteen for my welcome-home dinner, including the usual suspects and 

Lou and Chas, both anxious to hear about my fancy travels. Charles gave his hearty welcome-

y’all speech and announced that tonight’s theme wasn’t jokes, but our most special memory of 

adolescence, our most exciting teenaged experience. My friend’s exuberance was palpable, and I 

suspected he had something truly special to relate. Everybody seemed to have an excited tale to 

tell about dangers survived, prizes won, meeting boy- or girl-friends, even stage performances. 

Chi’s tale was of the excited morning he turned sixteen and sadly left his mother and siblings to 

go off into the army, where his father was already fighting in the north… 

 Resisting tears, I jumped into my special memory—which of course required description 

of Penney Hill’s truck stop café in Arkansas and knowing that I’d been waiting tables in the café 

since the last summer when I turned 13. Anyway, that fall evening in 1955 a crowd of nine or ten 

hoodlum-type guys came in out of a little bus-truck and took over half the area of dining tables. 
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They were loudly sociable and really friendly when I came to take their orders. One of them 

asked if I knew who he was, and I had to say that no, sir, I didn’t. It didn’t mean much to me 

when he said, like a challenge, “My name’s Elvis Presley.” I said I was sure glad to meet him 

and introduced myself politely. They were a lot of work but left me a whole dollar tip, the first 

tip I’d ever gotten! About a month later I started hearing his great song “Heartbreak Hotel” on 

WNOE, the rock station from New Orleans—my close brush with fame. His career sure took off, 

but for truly exciting events my adolescence went downhill after that. 

 At last Charles revealed his special memory of adolescence, as a fifteen-year-old working 

for a summer herding sheep in the mountains of New Mexico. I was surprised, never having 

heard about such connection with New Mexico before. Charles talked inspiredly about herding 

sheep in high mountain pastures with a Navajo kid his age, and they’d become lovers. Most 

exciting was that the Navajo boy was in training to become a spiritual leader, and he taught 

Charles some sacred rituals and things about being a shaman. Charles said he’d gone on a vision 

quest to the mountaintop. Again I was taken aback, knowing nothing of this before. 

 Even more than Chi’s war story, Charles’s shaman story seemed out of this world. Not 

totally implausible, but a little bit hard to believe, our dinner guests loved it. After our second 

welcome-home huddle, Chi asked if I thought Charles really knew anything about herding sheep, 

and I wasn’t sure. I joked that I’d never thought of Charles as Little Bo Peep and had to explain 

my reference with the nursery rhyme. What bothered me was his reference to “sacred” rituals. 

The Charles I knew had been of a mind with me, not considering anything as inherently sacred. 

Material reality was by definition profane, and sacredness was just a theoretical construct. 

# 

 When Chi left, I threw myself Sunday morning into the work awaiting us in three-rear. 

Charles was fired up about removing the plaster and lath on the west wall to lay in flat heating 

ducts and put up insulation between the studs. I always found demolition calming. When we took 

a coffee break, Charles told me to come see a surprise. He took me into his skylight-and-mural 

cubicle to see the bed he’d just bought, a fancy brass harem bed with canopy and embroidered 

curtains. I called it pure Scheherazade, and he explained that the skylight was too bright shining 

straight down on the bed, and if need be, he could close the curtains to give his Shah privacy. 

 As it was my turn at stove, I spent the afternoon prepping a hodge-podge of vegetables 

and a seafood jambalaya. The philosophical diners enjoyed it, waxing wise, and Charles shone 

with a theory of humans having animal minds of various types. Asked what animal mind he had, 

he claimed dolphin and thought I was a whale. Well, theoretically maybe… I contributed further 

thoughts on the virtues of charity and compassion, describing my feelings during the amorous 

encounter in San Diego with a whale of a man. Some may have been scandalized, but Charles 

congratulated me for breaking free of stereotypes. 

 Work at work was a breeze catching up with Ann and Bobbe who had both also taken the 

week after San Diego off. They gave no sign of knowing about my misbehavior with a director, 

and I doubt they’d have worried about it. I spent most of the short week before Christmas Eve 

comfortably at my beloved Selectric transcribing notes and writing minutes. Meanwhile at home, 

I continued demolition and prepared for the family’s arrival. Festivities were to be at Martha and 

Gene’s house, where Papa and Nana would stay. Jack having gone to his parents’ place, Barbara 

and the girls would stay in Rob’s old room on two-front. 

 They arrived Thursday evening late, and we ran around with the folks on Christmas Eve, 

Friday, reassembling for a huge festive Symposium at the Four Bells courtesy of Lewis and 

Carolyn. Charles had done the house up in holiday garlands and greenery with a somewhat more 
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modest tree in the entrance hall. At dinner, in particular Papa and Gene discoursed on several 

philosophical matters while Barbara, Martha, and I looked on cynically. I’m sure Bob, Bea, and 

my girls found the conversations absolutely boring. Though the Four Bells had ample chimneys, 

Santa only came down the one at Martha and Gene’s house—where we gathered for breakfast, 

gifts, and eggnog.  

 I left early to meet Chi to make a Vietnamese smorgasbord for Christmas dinner. In an 

intimate jungle interlude, Chi gave me a present, a white kimono he’d sewn himself patterned 

with blue designs. He’d also sewn a green one for himself. I gave him a lovely Japanese scroll-

painting, wrapped myself in my kimono, and snuggled appreciatively in his arms. Overcome 

with affection, I broke geisha etiquette, quoting from Christopher Marlowe or Shakespeare, and 

asked him to come live with me and be my love… and I would make him beds of roses. Chi 

kissed his passionate shepherd and said only that he could not.  

 Apropos the Oriental cuisine, we wore our kimonos to host the holiday dinner. Jack had 

flown in from Georgia to join us and was open-mouthed with amazement at the grandeur of our 

Four Bells. Chi paid special attention to the children, encouraging them to try the unusual dishes 

with strange, wonderful sauces and weird black mushrooms and seaweed. The family found my 

soldier-lover enchanting, especially when he bowed to the lovely ladies before pouring them rice 

wine. After dinner Barbara and Jack retired to two-front, and Charles moved to three-front to 

sleep with Tom (an unusual arrangement in their otherwise intimate relationship), to let the girls 

sleep in his amazing harem bed, an experience I doubt they ever forgot. 

# 

 The family stayed till Tuesday when they went to Durham to organize New Year’s 

festivities. Meanwhile, on Sunday and in the short week’s evenings, Charles and I made serious 

hay with the duct-work and insulation in my future suite. We also drew up plans for the cabinets 

and shelves in my walk-in closet. Just as the family left, a new guest arrived, a young cousin of 

Giovanni’s named Rene, an adorable ephebe, a freshman at Jacksonville State University in 

northern Alabama, briefly in DC for the holidays. I lodged him on the book-box bed on three. 
 

   Giovanni had written asking me to protect Rene’s virtue since he 

was a virgin, but between my house- and work-work, I had to let him 

sight-see on his own. At dinners he was shyly sociable, mostly sticking 

to me as designated host. Rene gave me a picture taken on the roof of 

his college library working a splinter out of his thumb. On Tuesday 

evening after dinner, I restrained my baser urges when Rene politely 

suggested sleeping in my jungle with me, and on Wednesday restraint 

was even harder when with a pleading kiss he asked me to make love to 

him. Late Thursday night when he came downstairs and climbed into 

bed with me, against my better judgment, I cured his virginity in both 

dimensions. Rene was ecstatic, but I made him promise not to tell 

Giovanni. He slept like a baby in my arms while I lay long wide awake,  

 Rene on the Library Roof     savoring the glory of the beautiful boy’s trust and love. 

 Leaving sweet Rene to try again to get into the Treasures of Tutankhamen, on Friday, Chi 

and I drove Lavenia down to Durham to welcome in 1977. In the course of the evening, he told 

the crowd about his war experiences, much of which I’d not heard before. I sensed Barbara was 

maybe a bit jealous of my soldier, but she was affectionate and charming. I also sensed that Papa 

was in love, platonically perhaps, with my Chi. In the wee hours, the big house being full of 

folks, he and I slept in the van, warming each other under a thick blanket of red and yellow roses. 
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Nana’s early afternoon New Year’s dinner was spectacular, running from clam chowder through 

standing rib roast with Yorkshire pudding to chocolate cake as “coup de gras.” Chi and I made it 

back to the Four Bells in time for another New Year’s dessert, again chocolate cake... 

 Rene had indeed made it into and been blown away by the Tut show, and we raved again 

about the other-worldly treasures. Among verbose toasts in the parlor to health and happiness in 

the New Year, Charles drank an oddly succinct, tipsy toast to enlightening the dark places in our 

minds. Maybe naïve, I was unaware of dark places in my mind, but I drank to that. I toasted with 

a Latin phase I’d salvaged from catechism, pax vobiscum (peace be with you). Chi drank to 

living forever in beauty, and Charles said the Navajo had a saying “to walk in beauty.” When 

Chi later left my jungle, Rene crept downstairs into it with an offer not to be refused. Madly 

jealous of my soldier, he mounted my already ravished body with a vengeance. 

# 

 Early Sunday morning the no longer virginal Rene’s traveling companion, a college 

friend, fetched him away home to Alabama, and we promised to write. Fortuitously, I’ve found 

in my files some calendar pages starting at this point and running on into early May with short, 

telegraphic remarks in narrow spaces for each day. Apparently I started keeping it a couple 

weeks later and tried to reconstruct the earlier days, confusing what happened when and omitting 

many days simply lost to short-term memory. I appreciate the muddled comments about it being 

terribly cold and making Chi wear one of my coats over his thin jacket. 

 The first firm calendar item is on January 14 when Charles, Tom, Chi and I went to the 

musical “Let My People Come,” which had been big on Broadway the past year. I felt unfairly 

assaulted but fairly amused by its vulgarity, and Chi didn’t seem bothered by the filthy songs, 

maybe not comprehending western obscenity. Suddenly, on Friday, January 21, it becomes 

evident that Giovanni was back in town. I’d known he moved back to DC but hadn’t been sure 

exactly when. He and Cassandra had left their uncle Ricardo’s circle and come back to run 

another antique store, hopefully more interesting than her first shop. That day they had me over 

for a first supper “(ham dish),” where Giovanni confided that Cassandra wouldn’t let him come 

see me alone anymore. Chi was supposed to come to supper too, but he “didn’t show.” 

 But Chi showed up on time the next morning at Union Station for us to catch the train to 

New York where it was perfectly frigid. We spent a warm afternoon with Kenny in his uniquely 

constructed apartment with Chi happily snuggling the hyper pugs. My dancer was charmed by 

my soldier and vice versa. We ate at a Japanese restaurant, went to see “Pink Panther Strikes 

Again,” which was totally over the top and made us laugh till we cried, and then to a forgettable 

gay bar called Haymarket for a drink. Back at Kenny’s place, we slept in a chaste triple snuggle 

up on his bed-shelf. We slept late, went to Chinatown for lunch, did some cold shopping in 

Greenwich Village, and walked Chi to Grand Central to catch his train back to DC. The winter 

wind drove Kenny and me back to his place where we napped not at all chastely and watched the 

first installment of a TV miniseries called “Roots.” 

 Monday morning was the pretext for the New York trip: a committee meeting I’d 

organized at the Metropolitan Opera. It felt nice being back there, but I only got to visit the 

backstage later that afternoon. Our board President John invited me to dine at his house on E. 

65th, lamb chops and braised spinach prepared by his young chef. The much older, white-haired 

man was very hospitable, and I tried to offer entertaining conversation. When the chef left, John 

noted it was snowing heavily and suggested I stay over. He welcomed me into his king-size bed 

where I exercised my charity and compassion for his aging and inhibited libido. John confided 

that back before director Bob had gotten obese, they’d once been lovers. I was touched. 
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 Back in the routine at home and work, I also watched “Roots” on Tom’s TV all week. At 

Tuesday’s dinner, prepared by Rob, Carolyn took me aside into the parlor to talk, stunning me 

with the news that she’d fallen in love with an unidentified neighbor fellow and was thinking of 

leaving Lewis. On Wednesday, dinner by Chef Luigi, Lewis showed up alone, explaining that 

Carolyn had gone on vacation to St. Croix. That plot thickened. Over our aperitifs in the parlor, 

Lou confided that he thought he was maybe falling in love with another unidentified party. Our 

Supper Club was turning into a soap opera saga. 

 On Thursday Giovanni and I lunched. He’d told Cassandra she wasn’t going to control 

his life, and he’d see whomever he wanted whenever. I congratulated him on taking a stand and 

asked about the children she wanted. He said he’d been fucking her every day, sometimes twice, 

and I marveled that I’d only had to do it twice to wind up a father. Giovanni had told her to go 

ahead with her antique shop, but he was applying to go to Shippensburg University to make 

something out of himself. I applauded his initiative and expected a visit soon. 

# 

 It came quite soon, Friday night to be exact. We dined, courtesy of new neighbor Earl, 

and watched that episode of “Roots” in Tom’s theater with him, Charles, Earl, Lou, and his 

visiting teenage cousin by the same name (different middle initials). Then Giovanni and I made 

up for intimate time lost since October. Having been torn away from Ricardo by his new wife in 

early December, he desperately needed to be properly sodomized, and I knew how to do it right. 

 Just in time for my fabulous Saturday dinner of curried chicken soup with naan, followed 

by stuffed lamb breasts, Chi finally showed up, mysteriously tired and unusually affectionate, but 

I wouldn’t inquire about either condition. Carolyn was back from St. Croix, and the way she and 

Lewis displayed no discomfort with each other made me wonder—but then they were both 

lawyers. I still had no clue as to whom she was turning for a new love, but it was none of my 

business—like Lou’s possible new passion. Romance was like the curry in the soup. 

 It was portentous that Lewis remained alone to watch “Roots” with us, a dozen or so 

scattered around on chairs hauled up from the dining room. Cuddled on pillows with Chi up 

against the curve of the bay window, I had a hard time paying attention to the little screen, no 

matter how gripping the action. Once other guests had gone into the wintery, slushy mud of our 

theoretical front sidewalk, my hero and I ascended the staircase to my summery, merely moist 

jungle. Still cuddly enough for serious snuggling and smooching, Chi was too worn out (again 

for unspecified reasons) to take the next step. I was fine simply lying in his arms and love. 

 After Monday’s dinner by constant Connie, I met Giovanni at a new bar called the Frat 

House across the street from Mr. P’s. Not being a bar person anymore (since my gentlemen 

generally came to see me in my geisha world), I didn’t know the place, nor many of the other 

new gay bars in town, and frankly I haven’t even the vaguest recollection of it. I do recall that 

over drinks, Giovanni surprised me with Ricardo moving soon back to DC as a private (wealthy) 

person, but I wasn’t at all surprised to learn that Cassandra was herself well-heeled.  

 My Panamaniac was applying for scholarship so as not to be beholden, but even without 

one, Ricardo would pay. Tio was going to buy a nice house for them all, whenever kids included, 

probably in Georgetown. Giovanni’s strange saga rolled along, like a wild opera plot—with me 

in the supporting role of faithful geisha. Oddly, that night in the Frat House was when I decided 

to grow a beard. I have no idea where that decision came from. I’d grown my moustache in 1973 

simply because I hated shaving my upper lip. Maybe I’d just gotten tired of scraping my chin? 

 Though the calendar blurbs note a lot going on the next week, there was no word from 

Chi, nor did he show up Saturday for my Korean marinated flank steak. Each day out of contact 
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was a torment I tried to sublimate along with its cause, desire. Charles, Tom, and Lou took off to 

Baltimore for a change of carouse, leaving me to walk young cousin Little Lou through the 

whores back to Q Street. Disgruntled, I went out alone to the Exile, which I now recall had been 

the old Eagle, not looking for anyone and finding none. Monday evening, Chi called to say he’d 

gone on a trip to the West Coast—no who, what, why, or wherefore—not even telling his brother 

(whom I’d called with no answer on Saturday). I wrote, “I was immediately revived.” 

 Disgruntled was the operative word all week wondering. In a close lunch conversation on 

Tuesday Carolyn revealed the party of the other part as Hugo from the Gothic castle across the 

Avenue from Old One and Two. Not surprising, the Victorian novel aspects of this plot twist. 

Wednesday saw a LCCA Board meeting needing minutes taken, and then I watched “Salome” on 

Tom’s TV, which I deemed “sloppy.” (I hated Strauss’ vocals and still do—sustained shrieking.) 

Thursday I broke down and bought two new begonias for my jungle, and at dinner I met a fellow 

named Eric who was buying a place on the Circle. He was too much into his house plans to 

display interest in any geisha—or begonia—at the Four Bells. 

 On Friday I had lunch with Giovanni and learned that Ricardo was arriving next week, 

and then, alone and disgruntled, I went to the Kennedy Center for “Madama Butterfly,” which 

stirred my compassion and geisha empathy. Afterwards I met Giovanni at the Eagle, where we 

ran into Ken and his Richard, and he took his mariposita home to the Four Bells for prolonged 

buggering. On Saturday Lou came over to do his laundry and stayed all afternoon playing chess 

with me—and winning, no word about new romance. Sunday afternoon was a Petit Chambre 

chez Chas, string trios by Haydn and Beethoven. I commented “the violins were unfortunate” 

and was disconcerted to find my impresario friend noticeably but sociably quite inebriated. 

 Monday evening after work, I had a long talk with Charles, as well as Tuesday at lunch. 

He and Tom were having romantic difficulties, which also didn’t surprise me considering the 

intramural nature of their liaison, the first case of such at the Four Bells. I counselled him against 

having expectations of a lover, a coping strategy I’d thought he’d long known and followed. My 

friend’s distress was also disgruntling. Even more so was getting several bills in the mail that 

created, as I graphically noted, “total financial disaster.” I can’t imagine what those bills were 

for, but now, forty-five years later, I really don’t care. 

# 

 That’s the problem with the sketchy calendar of early 1977: too much and at the same 

time too little information, too much chronology and too little explanation. Many references beg 

clarification, such as “John from down the street came by for lunch.” Who was John, and was 

lunch all we did that Saturday? It’s hard to see the forest of life for the crowd of trees. While I 

faithfully noted chefs, dinner menus, and cultural activities, I neglected to mention most of our 

honored guests and important dinner conversations. Fortunately I happen to recall one theme that 

engaged our dining company for a while there at the end of January, early February. 

 That frigid mid-winter was the bleak heyday of a reprehensible commercial personage 

who imagined herself the righteous voice of a homophobic, vengeful deity and roamed the 

country spewing vile slanders about gay people. I’ll name her in writing but so as not to summon 

up the demon, will never say it aloud: Anita Bryant. Over our civilized dinners, her barbaric 

diatribes were the subject of constant outrage and occasional sardonic laughter. In particular, I 

pitied her poor husband in thrall to that omnivorous vagina—to be delicate, I avoid a more 

alliterative vulgarity—and those innocent children being warped by their mother’s psychopathy. 

Needless to say, the Orange Witch found no recruits for her hate campaign around our table, and 

we applauded her public implosion. We gays resoundingly won that one! 
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 At that Sunday’s philosophical Symposium, Charles, who in the aftermath of Tom had 

started entertaining gentlemen callers again, brought a special guest to dinner. It was prepared as 

a joint effort by Lewis and Carolyn, apparently back on a comfortable footing again, for the 

normal dozen other pioneers and gay friends. Charles’s special guest was the famous veteran 

soldier who’d come out as gay back in 1975 and made the cover of Time Magazine: Leonard 

Matlovich—dapperly recognizable in normal civvies. 

 Leonard had just moved to DC, heard about our famous geisha Supper Club, and met our 

Charles at a social to-do. Wondering if he was wearing his Purple Heart under his shirt, I noted 

his moustache was only half-hearted and then realized he probably thought the same about my 

two-week scruff of beard. Charles naturally raised the sick topic of the Orange Witch and asked 

for Leonard’s comment on that fundamentalist fiasco.  

 The poor guy, probably fed up with all that human garbage, simply said that hate always 

collapses under its own weight eventually, crushing itself, like a black hole. I pointed out that 

black holes were still dangerous, sucking up everything in their vicinity. That rhetorical debate 

aside, Charles expanded on his theory of humane beings versus the merely human. He said the 

Orange Witch had shown him that human beings weren’t the real enemy of humanes, but beings 

of a third kind, inhuman beings—the ones who would burn us at the stake. 

 Noticing my friend heading for one of his heady perorations, I cut him off at the pass by 

declaring, “Yes, indeed—demons!” Folks laughed, and young neighbor Earl naively wondered 

why some people think they have the right to tell others how to live. Charles gently explained 

they think that way because they’re demons. Thereafter we managed to skirt religious topics, and 

Carolyn graciously coaxed Leonard into telling us about his coming out in the Air Force. He 

obviously enjoyed narrating the tale, adding artistic phrases and intonations, impressive to hear 

from the lips of the celebrity himself. Après le diner, he went upstairs with Charles to tell more 

tales in the infamous harem bed, and I hoped brave Leonard would like my murals. 

 To dinner that Wednesday, Charles brought another interesting guest, a Canadian airline 

steward provocatively named Gaetan. He was a svelte fellow with an enviable shock of blond 

hair, outgoing and entertaining in conversation, obviously a talented geisha of the airborne sort. 

Philosophy took the hindmost to Gaetan’s professional world travels. When they ascended to the 

seraglio, “I talked with Little Lou on the phone for almost an hour,” a conversation I recall not at 

all, and trying not to wonder where Chi was, retired to the jungle and my new begonias. 

 Early in the morning, in my usual routine, I went upstairs to three to check on my second 

conservatory under the new skylight. I was surprised to find Gaetan sprawled in flagrante on the 

book-box bed. He said the harem had felt too claustrophobic to sleep there, and so… Grabbing 

my hand, he whispered, “Do it!” What he wanted done was clear when Gaetan flipped over and 

explicitly reared his shapely bum up at me. Without a second thought, I dropped my shorts and 

climbed aboard for a bumpy, but quite pleasant flight. 

 At breakfast, Charles looked weary and whispered privately to me, “Three times!” I 

sincerely empathized. Looking fresh as a daisy, Gaetan was leaving soon for flights to London, 

Paris, Rome, and back to Toronto. I couldn’t imagine living on the wing that way, but he said it 

was the only way to fly. We bid him bon voyage and stayed comfortably at home. 

 (Again I must wax parenthetical to note that later Charles told me Gaetan had “gay 

cancer,” but it wasn’t contagious. Many years later I saw that bumptious Gaetan was for a while 

thought to be Patient Zero for the AIDS epidemic. Another close brush with fame?) 

### 


